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ABOUT  THE  DAY

Secluded Beach Set Up

Crystal Kayaking

Snorkelling

Beach Games

Catering
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RUN  SHEET

THE  EXPERIENCE

Your group arrives at Manly Sailing, we have run an

orientation, safety briefing & life jacket fitting. We explain the

running of the day and you will kayak or motor boat over to

your beach.

 

Arrive at the secluded Store Beach, you will have a beach set

up, games and music waiting for you. We have a total of  12

PAX of Crystal Kayak and 2 PAX non-crystal kayaks 

 

We can either leave your group at the beach, or help run

various activities such as team building challenges, yoga

sessions and Champagne Tasting. 

 

 

Notes:
 

- There are Changing Rooms in the Yacht Club one indoor

shower and two hot outdoor showers.

 

- Store Beach does not have a bathroom, the beach next

door at Quarantine Beach (<5 minute paddle) or Little Manly

Beach (10 minute paddle) do.

 

- Please wear lifejackets when on kayaks

 

 

.
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COSTINGS

THE  EXPERIENCE

Manly Sailing will provide:

 

- Crystal Kayaking with professional instruction

- Beach set up, Gazebo, tables, blankets, decorations etc

- Snorkelling Gear to be used at your leisure 

- Kayak/Snorkelling Instructors

- Catering upon demand

- Necessary Safety equipment

 

Costings:

 

- Are dependent on the group size and specific activities you

would like to undertake.

 

- We cannot provide alcohol for sale, we are happy to collect

on your behalf or accept delivery.

 

- We have a large fridge for chilling. 

 

.
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F .A .Q 'S

FREQUENTLY  ASKED
QUESTIONS

 

What happens to the arrangements if the weather conditions

become adverse - e.g. if it's above 35 degrees/ is windy/rainy?

How does the cancellation policy work in this case?

 

Wind can be very temperamental and should the forecast

show the wind picking up we shall reschedule to another

date convenient for yourself, in regards to rain or high

temperatures we can discuss options closer to the time we

will try to accommodate your booking as much as possible.

 

A few people need to leave early, is it possible for you guys to

pick them up earlier than the rest of us?

 

Not a problem a member of staff can pick you up from the

beach

 

What kind of beach activities can you provide?

 

- Finska

- Kubb

- Beach Cricket

- Giant Beer Pong 

- Tug of War

- Yoga

- Champagne tasting

 

How far into the night is it possible/advisable to stay on the

beach?

 

The latest time you can stay on the beach is Sunset.

 


